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Abstract: In order to solve the problem of high fuel consumption and poor emission performance in
high horsepower tractors, a parallel hybrid tractor system was designed using a dual power source of
an engine and motor matched with a hydro-mechanical continuously variable transmission (HMCVT).
An equivalent fuel consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) was used for power distribution
of this hybrid system. To address the problem of poor adaptability of the equivalence factor to
different working cycles in the conventional ECMS, a fuzzy adaptive equivalent fuel consumption
minimization strategy (FA-ECMS) was proposed. A fuzzy PI controller based on battery SOC (State of
Charge) feedback was designed to adjust the equivalence factor in real time, so as to achieve adaptive
control of the equivalence factor. The physical model of the system was built by SimulationX, and
the model of the control strategy was built using Matlab/Simulink. Two typical cycles of tractor
plowing and road transportation were simulated. Under ECMS, the fuel consumption of the hybrid
agricultural tractor was 14.3 L and 1.19 L in one plowing cycle and one transport cycle, respectively,
with final battery SOC values of 60.75% and 60.32%, respectively. Under FA-ECMS, the hybrid farm
tractor consumed 13.34 L and 1.13 L in one plowing cycle and one transport cycle, respectively,
with final battery SOC values of 60.27% and 60.17%, respectively. The results showed that, with the
introduction of a fuzzy PI controller to dynamically adjust the equivalence factor, the overall fuel
consumption was reduced by 6.71% and 5.04%, respectively, and the battery power maintenance
performance was improved. The designed control strategy could achieve a more reasonable power
distribution between the engine and motor while maintaining the balance of the battery SOC.

Keywords: hybrid agricultural tractor; hydro-mechanical continuously variable transmission; fuzzy
adaptive; equivalent fuel consumption minimization strategy; energy saving

1. Introduction

China’s “14th Five-Year Plan” proposes to vigorously develop agricultural machinery
and enhance the core competitiveness of agricultural machinery. Tractors are a typical
representative of agricultural power machinery and play an important role in agricultural
production activities. According to statistics released by China’s Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Affairs, the number of tractors in China had exceeded 20 million by 2021 [1].
However, in the past 10 years, the annual production of tractors has shown a declining
trend year by year, which is due to changes in the market demand for tractors. People tend
to look for alternative agricultural equipment because the power requirements for tractor
operation are overwhelming. This has led to a sharp decline in the production of small
and medium horsepower tractors, which accounted for a high proportion of the original
number, and large horsepower tractors now dominate [2,3]. Traditional tractors have many
shortcomings, such as poor driving experience, high fuel consumption, and poor emission
performance [4,5]. With the advancements of the electrification of agricultural machinery,
researchers have conducted studies on pure electric and hybrid tractors [6,7]. Limited by
battery capacity and output power, pure electric tractors are generally used in small and
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medium horsepower tractors. For large horsepower tractors working in large farms, hybrid
electric tractors are the better choice [8,9]. For hybrid tractors, formulating effective energy
management strategies is the key to improving fuel economy and reducing emissions [10].

The principle of energy management of hybrid electric tractors is to calculate the
optimal power distribution among different power sources under the given power demand,
so as to achieve the goal of fuel saving and consumption reduction at the end of the
corresponding driving cycle [11]. Recently, there have been studies on energy management
strategies for hybrid vehicles [12–14], and the applications are relatively mature. However,
the special operating environment and work requirements of tractors are very different
from those of other vehicles, such as automobiles that are transported on structured roads.
Tractors have two main working cycles: the operating cycle and the road transport cycle.
Depending on the different agricultural machinery and tools being carried, the operating
cycles can be further divided into seeding, plowing, rototilling, harvesting, and other cycles,
and the load is variable during the process of operation [15]. Relevant studies have shown
that the use ratio of a tractor in the speed range of 4 km/h~20 km/h accounts for more than
80% of the whole life cycle, so the engine works in the low-speed and high-power ranges
most of the time, resulting in a relatively low overall efficiency [16]. In terms of an energy
management strategy, due to the non-plug-in hybrid tractor’s on-board electrical system,
energy is limited; however, the tractor has a high-power demand most of the time, so the
engine is in the start state in most cases. Generally, this will not cause the engine’s frequent
start-stop phenomenon to appear and the motor mainly plays an assistance role [17].

The application of rule-based energy management strategies in hybrid tractors is
relatively mature. Xu Li-you et al. designed an energy management strategy based on
fuzzy rules for hybrid tractors equipped with fuel cells and batteries, and the effective-
ness of the strategy was verified by simulation [18]. However, the formulation of fuzzy
rules depends on the experience of the designer. Chao Jia et al. compared the effects of
thermostat-based and power-following control strategies on the fuel consumption and emis-
sion performance of series hybrid agricultural tractors under different cycles, showing that
the power-following control strategy had better fuel economy, but was prone to produce
more particulate emissions [19]. The rule-based control strategies mentioned above are easy
to apply, but it is difficult to achieve optimal control because of their strong subjectivity.
Dynamic programming (DP) is a global optimization method, which decomposes a large
problem into several small problems and then recursively solves them to obtain the global
optimal solution [20]. For dual-motor-driven electric tractors, Li Tong-hui et al. proposed
a real-time adaptive energy management strategy by integrating the advantages of the
stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) global optimization algorithm and the extreme
value search instantaneous optimization method. The results show that this strategy has
real-time performance and can improve the working mileage of the tractor [21]. Li Yin-ping
et al. used a dynamic programming algorithm to optimize the electric tractor with a su-
percapacitor and battery composite, and summarized a rule-based control strategy, which
effectively reduced power consumption [22]. Although dynamic programming can achieve
optimal control, it needs to predict cycle conditions in advance, and has a large amount of
calculations, so it is not suitable for real-time applications.

The equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) is a representative of the
instantaneous optimization strategy. Based on Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP), this
strategy converts battery power consumption to engine fuel consumption by introducing
the concept of “oil-electric equivalent factor”, and calculates the instantaneous optimal
torque distribution combination with the goal of minimizing instantaneous total fuel
consumption. This strategy has a moderate amount of computation and is suitable for real-
time application to tractors [23]. However, the equivalent factor has the problem of poor
working cycle adaptability, which has a great impact on the electric power maintenance type
of hybrid tractor. Researchers have proposed a variety of adaptive strategies for equivalent
factors [24,25]. Limited by the working environment and working state of the tractor,
adaptive strategies based on driving cycle prediction and driving pattern recognition are
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rarely applied to the tractor. The equivalent factor is usually adjusted by feedback from
the battery SOC. The PI controller was used in [26] to adjust the equivalent factor in real
time, which is a simple and effective method that can be applied in real time. However,
it does not consider the impact of the proportional and integral coefficient setting on the
robustness of the ECMS strategy.

In this study, for the hybrid tractor equipped with HMCVT, first, rules are set based
on the universal characteristic curve of the engine and battery SOC to achieve operating
mode division. Then, with the goal of minimizing equivalent fuel consumption, fuzzy rules
are introduced to adjust the proportional and integral coefficients of the PI controller to
improve the robustness of the system. A fuzzy adaptive model of the equivalent factor
based on SOC feedback was established to achieve real-time accurate correction of the
equivalence factor. Finally, the effectiveness of the control strategy is verified by simulation.

The rest of the paper is presented as follows. The configuration and specifications of the
hybrid tractor powertrain system are illustrated in Section 2, while the mathematical model
of the main components of the powertrain system is presented in Section 3. Then, Section 4
introduces the overall control strategy framework of the hybrid tractor and establishes the
FA-ECMS energy management strategy for power distribution. Comparative simulation
studies are conducted and analyzed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. System Structure of Hybrid Tractor
2.1. System Architecture

The hybrid tractor powertrain system configuration studied in this paper is depicted
in Figure 1, and the main system component parameters are depicted in Table 1. The system
consists of the engine, battery, motor/generator, hydro-mechanical continuously variable
transmission (HMCVT), coupler, final drive, differential, wheel side reducer, power-take-
off (PTO), and some other components. By controlling the engagement and separation
of the relevant clutch and brake components, five modes can be provided: pure engine
drive mode, pure electric drive mode, hybrid drive mode, driving charging mode, and
regenerative braking mode.
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Table 1. Parameters of main components of the powertrain.

Items Parameters Value

Tractor
Tractor mass 8260 kg

Drive wheel radius 0.875 m

Engine

Rated power 132 kW
Rated speed 2300 rpm

Maximum torque 750 N·m
Minimum fuel consumption rate 203 g/(kW·h)

Motor
Maximum/rated power 85/45 kW
Maximum/rated torque 130/250 N·m

Battery Rated capacity 45 A·h
Rated voltage 360 V

Driveline
HMCVT ratio 1.0~3.57

Final drive ratio 3.7
Wheelside reduction ratio 6.4

2.2. Transmission Mode of HMCVT

Unlike the hybrid tractor with a multi-speed mechanical stepped transmission, the
parallel hybrid tractor studied in this paper is equipped with a hydro-mechanical CVT
that combines the high efficiency of the mechanical transmission with the high torque
of the hydraulic transmission. The transmission structure principle is shown in Figure 2.
The mechanical part consists of a planetary gear mechanism and fixed ratio gear, and the
hydraulic part includes a variable pump and quantitative motor and related hydraulic
components. The power flow from the engine passes through the diversion or convergence
of the planetary gear and fixed ratio gear, and is finally output from the output port of
the gearbox.
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Figure 2. Structural schematic diagram of hydraulic-mechanical continuously variable transmission.
Note: B is the brake; C1~C5 refers to clutch 1~5; K1 and K2 are the characteristic parameters of
planetary gear.

Table 2 shows the speed ratio characteristics of the hydro-mechanical CVT. By selec-
tively engaging the relevant clutch and brake components and adjusting the displacement
ratio of the variable pump in the hydraulic transmission structure, stepless speed regulation
between gears of the transmission can be achieved, thus providing hydraulic gear (H),
mechanical gear (M), and hydraulic mechanical gear (HM). The relationship equation be-
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tween the speed ratio and displacement ratio shown in Table 2 leads to the speed regulation
characteristic curve of HMCVT shown in Figure 3. The speed regulation characteristic
curve reflects the trend of the transmission speed ratio with the change of the variable
pump displacement ratio. The transmission efficiency of the hydraulic gear is low, but this
gear can transmit larger torque and is mainly applied when the tractor starts. When the
tractor is in road transport or field work cycles, it mainly uses the mechanical hydraulic
gear. The stepless speed regulation in the segment between each gear is articulated through
synchronous switching between gears and gears in order to realize the entire stepless speed
regulation of the transmission device.

Table 2. Speed ratio characteristics of HMCVT.

Gears
Brake and Clutch Engagement Status

Speed Ratio ig
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 B

F(H) N — N — N — i5i7
e

R(H) — — N N — N (1 + k2)i5i6
(1 + k1)k2e

F(M) N N — — — — 1
F(HM1) — N N N — — i5i6 + k1e

(1 + k1)e
F(HM2) N — N N — — i5i6(1 + k2)

i5i6 + k2e

Note: F represents forward gear; R represents reverse gear; H is hydraulic gear; M is mechanical gear; HM is
hydraulic mechanical gear; i is speed ratio; k is planetary gear characteristic parameter; e is displacement ratio of
variable pump, the range is [–1,1]; “N” and “—” represent component engagement and separation, respectively.
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3. System Modeling
3.1. Engine Model

Tractors are usually equipped with diesel engines. The steady-state model of the
engine is established by the test data. The surface of engine-specific fuel consumption
versus engine speed and torque was constructed by interpolating the data, as shown in
Figure 4. Therefore, the mathematical model of engine fuel consumption can be expressed
as follows:

Q =
1

3.6× 109 × ρ

∫ t

0
Teωebedt (1)

where Q is engine fuel consumption (L); Te is the engine output torque (N·m); ωe is the
angular speed of the engine (rad·s−1); be is specific fuel consumption rate (g·kWh−1); ρ is
the density of diesel fuel (g·mL−1); t is time (s).
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3.2. Motor Model

The efficiency model of the motor is constructed by data interpolation, as shown in
Figure 5. The motor can operate in an electric mode or power generation mode, and its
power can be expressed as:

Pm = Tmωmηm
−sgn(Tm)/1000 (2)

where Tm is the output torque of the motor (N· m); ωm is the angular speed of the
motor(rad·s−1); Pm is motor power (kW); ηm is the motor efficiency, when Tm > 0, it
represents motor efficiency, and when Tm < 0, it represents generator efficiency.
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3.3. Battery Model

The battery model uses the Rint model, which equates the battery to an ideal voltage
source Uoc and a resistor R in series. This model is used to study the dynamic response of
the battery when carrying a load and is applicable to the study of energy management in
hybrid vehicles. It can be described by the following equation:

dSOC
dt

=
Uoc −

√
Uoc2 − 4PbatRbat

2RbatQbat
(3)

Pbat = −
dSOC

dt
UocQbat (4)

In Equations (3) and (4), Uoc is the open-circuit voltage of the battery(V); Pbat is battery
output power (W); Rbat is the equivalent internal resistance of the battery (Ω); Qbat is the
rated capacity of the battery (A·h).

The curves of battery charge/discharge internal resistance and voltage variation with
battery charge are shown in Figure 6.
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3.4. Transmission Model

For the hydro-mechanical continuously variable transmission studied in this paper, it
is necessary to match the corresponding speed ratio when the engine is working. Taking
economy as the control target, by fitting the data of the throttle opening and engine
economic speed, the calculation formula of the best economic speed of the tractor under
different throttle openings is obtained as shown in Equation (5). Equation (6) shows
the relationship between the engine speed and the driving speed of the whole machine.
The economic speed ratio control map of the hydro-mechanical continuously variable
transmission is obtained by combining Equations (5) and (6), as shown in Figure 7.

ne_opt = −210α4 − 150α3 + 810α2 + 1000α + 750 (5)

va = 0.377
nerw

igioiw(1 + δ)
(6)
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In Equations (5) and (6), α is the throttle opening; ne_opt is the engine optimum economy
speed (rpm); ne is the engine speed (rpm); va is the actual tractor speed (km·h−1); r is the
tractor drive wheel radius (m); ig is the transmission ratio, io is the main reducer ratio, iw is
the wheelside reducer ratio; δ is the drive wheel slip rate.

3.5. Longitudinal Dynamics Model of the Tractor

The built simulation model is mainly used to verify the vehicle energy management
related control strategy, so only the longitudinal dynamics model of the tractor is considered,
expressed by Equation (7).

Ttigi0iwηt − Tw = Jw
.

ωw
Tw = (FT + 1

2 ρCD Av2
a + mg f cos θ + mg sin θ)rw

va = ωwrw/(1 + δ) = ωinrw/igi0(1 + δ)
(7)

where Tt is the driving torque (N·m); ig is the transmission ratio, i0 is the drive axle ratio, iw
is the wheelside reduction ratio; Tw is the driving wheel torque (N·m); Jw is the equivalent
rotational inertia of the driving wheel (kg·m2); ωw is the angular speed of the driving wheel
(rad·s−1); FT is the hook traction force (N); ρ is the air density (kg·m3); CD is the air drag
coefficient, A is the windward area (m2); m is the mass of the tractor (kg); va is the actual
speed of the tractor (m·s−1); g is the acceleration of gravity (m·s2); θ is the slope (◦); δ is the
slip rate of the driving wheel; ωin is the angular speed of the transmission input (rad·s−1);
rw is the radius of the driving wheel (m).

4. Real-Time Optimized Energy Management Strategy
4.1. Control Strategy Framework

In order to improve the fuel economy of the high horsepower hybrid tractor in road
transportation and field operation cycles, for the parallel hybrid tractor equipped with
hydro-mechanical CVT studied in this paper, an equivalent fuel consumption minimization
energy management strategy based on equivalent factor fuzzy adaptive is proposed, as
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Energy management control strategy framework of the hybrid tractor. 
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Figure 8. Energy management control strategy framework of the hybrid tractor.

First, the driver model controls the acceleration or brake pedal opening α according
to the difference between the target vehicle speed Vd and the actual vehicle speed Va.
The demand torque Treq is calculated from the pedal opening α obtained from the driver
model and the actual speed Va from the feedback of the tractor. Then, based on the
optimization curve of the engine, the efficient working area of the engine is divided, and
the corresponding logic threshold is set to divide the working mode of the hybrid tractor. In
braking mode, the output braking torque is Tb. In pure engine drive mode and pure electric
drive mode, the demand torque is provided by a single power source. In hybrid drive
mode and driving charging mode, the torque is allocated by fuzzy adaptive equivalent fuel
consumption minimum strategy (FA-ECMS). The equivalent factor s(t) is adjusted in real
time by PI controller, and the fuzzy rules are introduced to optimize the proportional and
integration coefficients of the PI controller, so as to obtain the real-time energy management
strategy of hybrid tractor which can be applied online.

4.2. Mode Division Based on Logical Thresholds

An ECMS control strategy considering mode switching has been proposed in the
literature [27]. By calculating the equivalent fuel consumption corresponding to each
operating point in all selectable modes, a particle swarm algorithm is used to search for the
operating point with the lowest equivalent fuel consumption, and the operating mode and
torque distribution corresponding to this optimal operating point is used as the output, thus
achieving the integration of operating mode switching and torque distribution. However,
this method tends to lead to frequent switching of operating modes and is relatively
computationally intensive. For this reason, this paper adopts a more mature and simple
method, which is based on the engine optimized operating curve to divide the engine
torque interval, as shown in Figure 9, where Te_max is the maximum engine torque, Te_opt
is the engine economically optimal torque curve, and Te_low is the minimum torque in the
engine efficiency interval.
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Based on the optimal operating curve of the engine, the operating mode division rules
are developed as shown in Figure 10. Firstly, the demand torque Treq is calculated from
the tractor speed v and pedal opening α, and the maximum torque Te_max, the optimal
torque Te_opt, and the efficient interval torque threshold Te_low of the engine at the current
speed are obtained from the engine universal characteristic curve. The overcharge and
overdischarge of the battery have a great impact on their working performance and service
life. Therefore, the battery maintenance target value SOCobj is set as 0.6, and the highest and
lowest fluctuation ranges, SOCh and SOCl, are set as 0.8 and 0.4, respectively. Combining
the demand torque Treq and the battery SOC signal, the logic threshold is set to judge the
working mode during driving. Finally, the working mode division rules of the parallel
hybrid tractor are obtained.
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4.3. Fuzzy Adaptive Equivalent Fuel Consumption Minimization Strategy

For the hybrid tractor studied in this paper, the battery cannot be actively charged
through the external power grid, so it needs to consume fuel to maintain a stable battery
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SOC at the end of the working cycle. In a given operating cycle, the power consumed by
the battery will be replenished in the subsequent driving and operation process through the
driving charging mode or regenerative braking mode, and the final power consumption
is actually converted to fuel consumption. For this reason, it is necessary to formulate an
appropriate power source torque distribution strategy to reduce fuel consumption as much
as possible, while maintaining the balance of battery SOC.

The main idea of the equivalent fuel consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) is to
equate the electric consumption of the hybrid vehicle to the fuel consumption by introduc-
ing an oil-electric equivalence factor, followed by the equivalent total fuel consumption as a
unified indicator for optimal control [28]. The sum of engine fuel consumption and battery
equivalent fuel consumption under each instant is minimized as the objective function, and
the optimal solution is found under the condition that the relevant constraints are satisfied.
The mathematical model is as follows:{ .

meq =
.

m f +
.

mbat
.

mbat = s(t)· Pbat(t)
LHVf uel

(8)

where
.

meq is the instantaneous equivalent total fuel consumption,
.

m f is the instantaneous
engine fuel consumption,

.
mbat is the instantaneous equivalent fuel consumption of the

battery, Pbat is the battery output power, s(t) is the oil-electric equivalence factor, LHVfuel is
the low heating value of fuel.

Taking the minimum total fuel consumption of the tractor in the time domain [t0, tf]
as the control objective, the system objective function J is defined as:

J =
∫ t f

t0

.
meq(x(t), u(t), t)dt (9)

where the state variable x(t) is defined as the battery SOC value and the control variable
u(t) is the torque distributed between the engine and motor at each moment.

.
x(t) = S

.
OC(t) =

−ηbat · Ibat
Qbat

(10)

u(t) =
(

Te_d(t)
Tm_d(t)

)
(11)

where S
.

OC(t) is the battery charge or discharge change rate, ηbat is the battery charge or
discharge efficiency, Ibat is the current, and Qbat is the rated capacity of the battery.

The objective function should meet the following constraints:
Te_min ≤ Te ≤ Te_max
ωe_min ≤ ωe ≤ ωe_max
Tm_min ≤ Tm ≤ Tm_max
ωm_min ≤ ωm ≤ ωm_max
SOCl ≤ SOC ≤ SOCh

(12)

where Te_max and Te_min are the upper and lower limits of engine torque, respectively;
ωe_max and ωe_min are the upper and lower limits of engine speed, respectively; Tm_max and
Tm_min are the upper and lower limits of motor torque, respectively; ωm_max and ωm_min are
the upper and lower limits of motor speed, respectively; and SOCh and SOCl are the upper
and lower limits of battery SOC, respectively; where SOCl = 0.4 and SOCh = 0.8.

According to the Pontryagin principle of minimal values, the instantaneous Hamilto-
nian function is constructed as:

H{u, t, λ(t)} = .
m f (x, u, t) + λ(t) · .

x(u, t) (13)
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where H is the Hamiltonian function and λ is the Lagrangian operator, the optimal sequence
of control variables that minimizes the Hamiltonian function can be expressed as:

uopt(t) = argmin
u

[H(u, t, λ(t))] (14)

By taking Equations (4) and (10) into Equation (13), we can obtain:

H{u, t, λ(t)} = .
m f − λ(t)

LHVf uel Pbat

UocQbat
(15)

Combine Equation (8) with Equation (15) to define the oil-electric equivalence factor.

s(t) = −
λ(t)LHVf uel

QbatUoc(t)
(16)

When the set oil-electric equivalent factor is small, the equivalent fuel consumption of
the battery is relatively low, and the energy management system tends to use electricity,
which can easily lead to overdischarge of battery SOC. On the contrary, when the equivalent
factor is large, the energy management system is more inclined to use oil, resulting in the
rise of battery SOC deviating from the target value. In order to improve the fuel economy of
the tractor and maintain the stability of battery SOC, it is necessary to adjust the oil-electric
equivalence factor online. In this paper, the equivalence factor is corrected in real time by
introducing a PI controller, and the mathematical model of the equivalence factor can be
expressed as:

s(t) = s0 + Kp∆SOC + KI

∫
∆SOCdt (17)

∆SOC = SOCre f − SOC(t) (18)

where s0 is the initial equivalent factor, SOCref is the reference SOC, SOC(t) is the actual
SOC, KP is the proportionality coefficient, and KI is the integration coefficient.

The setting of the proportional coefficient KP and the integral coefficient KI also has
an impact on the value of the equivalent factor. In order to improve the robustness of the
system, an optimization model of the equivalent factor based on fuzzy control is established,
and a fuzzy controller is introduced to modify the proportional and integral coefficient. A
two-dimensional fuzzy controller is set. The deviation ∆SOC and the deviation change
rate dSOC between the SOC reference value and the actual value are taken as inputs of
the fuzzy inference system, and the correction amounts ∆KP and ∆KI of the proportional
coefficient KP and the integral coefficient KI are taken as outputs. The final values of KP
and KI can be expressed by the following equation:

Kp = Kp0 + ∆Kp (19)

KI = KI0 + ∆KI (20)

Define “positive large (PB)”, “positive small (PS)”, “zero” (ZR), “negative small (NS)”,
and “negative large (NB)” as five linguistic variables to describe the variation of ∆SOC,
dSOC, ∆KP, and ∆KI. Using the triangular function as the affiliation function, the theoretical
domain of the input quantity is set to [−0.1, 0.1], and the theoretical domains of the output
quantities ∆KP and ∆KI are set to [–6, 6] and [–1, 1], respectively. The membership functions
of the input and output quantities are shown in Figure 11.
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When ∆SOC > 0, the actual battery power is less than the reference battery power, at
which time the proportional coefficient KP and the integral coefficient KI are proportional to
the equivalent factor. Depending on the magnitude of the power deviation ∆SOC and the
deviation change rate dSOC, KP and KI are corrected to increase the equivalent factor, so
that the energy management system tends to directly slow power consumption or charge.
Similarly, when ∆SOC < 0, the power consumption trend can be adjusted by modifying
the coefficient. Based on this, the fuzzy rules shown in Tables 3 and 4 are developed
for the proportional coefficient correction ∆KP and the integral coefficient correction ∆KI,
respectively, achieving a more accurate adjustment of the equivalent factor.

Table 3. Control rules of ∆KP.

dSOC
∆SOC

NB NS ZR PS PB

NB PB PS PS PS ZR
NS PS PS PS ZR ZR
ZR PS PS ZR NS NS
PS PS ZR NS NS NS
PB ZR NS NS NB NB

Table 4. Control rules of ∆KI.

dSOC
∆SOC

NB NS ZR PS PB

NB NB NB NB NS ZR
NS NB NS NS ZR ZR
ZR NS NS ZR PS PS
PS NS ZR PS PS PS
PB ZR PS PB PB PB

The fuzzy rule surfaces of the correction quantities ∆KP and ∆KI are shown in Figure 12.
The equivalent factor is further adjusted by the correction of the proportional and integral
coefficients, so as to construct a fuzzy adaptive model of the equivalence factor based on
the battery SOC feedback.
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5. Simulation Analysis
5.1. Simulation Model Construction

The physical model of the hybrid tractor was built by ITI SimulationX, as shown in
Figure 13. The control strategy model was built on Matlab/Simulink, and the .dll file was
generated by the compiler for SimulationX to realize the joint simulation. In order to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed ECMS with fuzzy adaptive adjustment of the equivalent
factor, it was compared with the conventional ECMS with fixed equivalent factor.
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5.2. Cycle Construction

The working cycles of hybrid tractors can be divided into road transport cycles and
field operation cycles. Field operations can be divided into sowing, plowing, rotary plowing,
harvesting, and other working cycles according to the different agricultural machinery
and tools equipped, and whether the power-take-off (PTO) works [29]. According to the
size of the load received by the tractor during operation, it can be divided into light load,
medium load, and heavy load operating cycles. In operation working cycles, tractors
usually maintain a stable driving speed to pull agricultural machinery and tools in order
to work.

According to the working cycle data of agricultural tractors published by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the plowing working cycle of the hybrid tractor
studied in this paper is established [30]. As shown in Figure 14, the plowing cycle lasts
for 600 s, in which the average traction resistance is 36.60 kN and the average operating
speed is 8.86 km/h. Since there is no standard road transport working cycle for tractors,
considering that tractors often operate in the suburbs and the driving speed is generally
not more than 40 km/h, the road transport working cycle of tractors is constructed with
reference to the low-speed EUDC cycle, as shown in Figure 15. The working cycle duration
is 400 s, the maximum speed is 30.01 km/h, and the average speed is 19.84 km/h.
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5.3. Analysis of the Plowing Cycle 
The tractor speed tracking under the plowing cycle is shown in Figure 16a,b. From 
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5.3. Analysis of the Plowing Cycle

The tractor speed tracking under the plowing cycle is shown in Figure 16a,b. From the
figure, it can be seen that the speed of the tractor is better under the FA-ECMS strategy. The
average error between the target speed and the actual speed is 0.0003 km/h. The actual
speed and the target speed greatly deviate at about 335 s, and the maximum deviation
is 1.13 km/h. This is because the traction resistance has a large mutation at about 335 s,
which is caused by the model response delay. The whole simulation model is still reliable.
Figure 16c,d shows the power distribution between the engine and the motor under the
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traditional ECMS strategy and the FA-ECMS strategy proposed in this paper, respectively,
under the plowing cycle. The plowing cycle is a heavy-duty operation cycle with high
power demand, and the engine provides the main part of the power demanded by the
whole machine, while the motor plays the function of auxiliary operation. Combined with
the change of battery SOC trajectory in Figure 16e, it can be seen that FA-ECMS strategy
makes more use of the motor, and the charging and discharging power of the motor
greatly fluctuates compared with the ECMS strategy, and has better power maintenance
performance. The final SOC values under ECMS strategy and FA-ECMS strategy are 60.75%
and 60.27%, respectively. Figure 16f shows the comparison of fuel consumption under the
two strategies. Fuel consumption under the traditional ECMS strategy and the FA-ECMS
strategy is 14.30 L and 13.34 L, respectively. After the fuzzy adaptive adjustment of the
equivalent factor, the fuel consumption of the tractor is reduced by 6.71%. It can be seen in
Figure 17 that the engine operating points based on FA-ECMS strategy are more distributed
in the low fuel consumption area of the engine universal characteristic map, and the load
rate of the engine is increased.
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of battery SOC trajectories; (f) comparison of fuel economy.
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5.4. Analysis of the Road Transport Cycle

Figure 18 shows the simulation results of the hybrid tractor with ECMS strategy and
FA-ECMS strategy under the modified EUDC cycle. The speed under different strategies
is shown in Figure 18a,b. It can be seen that the actual speed of the tractor can track the
target speed well under both ECMS and FA-ECMS, and the average speed deviation is very
low, which can meet the simulation accuracy requirements. The distribution of engine and
motor power is shown in Figure 18c,d. Combined with the change of SOC trajectory in
Figure 18e, it can be seen that the results of the two strategies for engine and motor power
distribution are consistent before 110 s of simulation, and the deviation of SOC trajectory
becomes more obvious as the simulation advances. The maximum deviation of 5.57%
exists at 200 s, and the SOC under ECMS strategy and FA-ECMS strategy at the end of the
working cycle is 60.32% and 60.17%, respectively. Under FA-ECMS strategy, the equivalent
factor is in a state of real-time dynamic adjustment. Overall, the FA-ECMS strategy takes
more time to charge the motor compared to the ECMS strategy, which is more conducive
to increasing the load on the engine, causing the operating point to migrate toward the
efficient operating zone, thus reducing overall fuel consumption. The optimized FA-ECMS
strategy has a fuel consumption of 1.13 L for one duty cycle, which is 5.04% fuel saving
compared to the ECMS strategy, with a fuel consumption of 1.19 L. Figure 19 compares the
distribution of engine operating points, which are more distributed in the efficient engine
operating zone with the FA-ECMS strategy compared to the ECMS strategy.
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Figure 18. Results of road transport cycle: (a) speed following situation under ECMS; (b) speed
following situation under FA-ECMS; (c) engine power comparison; (d) motor power comparison;
(e) comparison of battery SOC trajectories; (f) comparison of fuel economy.
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5.5. Comparative Analysis of Simulation Results

As shown in Tables 5 and 6, under the plowing cycle, the fuel consumption of the
traditional ECMS strategy and the FA-ECMS strategy is 14.30 L and 13.34 L, respectively,
while under the road transport cycle it is 1.19 L and 1.13 L, respectively. After the fuzzy
adaptive adjustment of the equivalent factor, the fuel consumption of the tractor is reduced
by 6.71% and 5.04%. Moreover, the engine operating points are distributed in the high
efficiency interval. In terms of power maintenance, the battery SOC under the traditional
ECMS strategy and the FA-ECMS strategy is 60.75% and 60.27%, respectively, under the
plowing cycle, and 60.32% and 60.17%, respectively, under the transportation cycle. Under
the FA-ECMS strategy, the battery power is closer to the target SOC after the working cycle,
reflecting better power maintenance performance.

Table 5. Comparison of fuel consumption.

Cycles Fuel Consumption under ECMS Fuel Consumption under FA-ECMS Fuel Saving Rate

Plowing 14.30 L 13.34 L 6.71%
Transport 1.19 L 1.13 L 5.04%

Table 6. Comparison of battery SOC.

Cycles Initial SOC Final SOC under ECMS Final SOC under FA-ECMS

Plowing 60% 60.75% 60.27%
Transport 60% 60.32% 60.17%

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a powertrain configuration for a hybrid agricultural tractor
equipped with a HMCVT by integrating hybrid technology with continuously variable
transmission technology. The operating mode of the hybrid agricultural tractor was an-
alyzed, and the transmission mode and speed ratio characteristics of the HMCVT were
introduced. According to the characteristics of the designed hybrid tractor, a tractor work-
ing mode division strategy based on logic thresholds was developed to divide the tractor
working mode. In terms of engine and motor power distribution of the hybrid tractor,
a fuzzy adaptive equivalent fuel consumption minimization strategy was proposed. A
fuzzy PI controller was introduced to dynamically adjust the fixed equivalent factor in the
traditional ECMS. An adaptive model of the equivalent factor was established.

Two typical cycles, tractor plowing and road transport, were separately simulated.
After the improvement of the energy management strategy, the tractor was able to achieve
fuel savings in the plowing cycle and road transport cycle compared to the previous strategy,
with more of the engine’s operating points distributed in the efficient areas. In terms of SOC
maintenance, the SOC values of the battery at the end of the cycles were closer to the initial
target value after the improvement of the strategy. The study may provide a reference
solution for energy savings and consumption reduction in hybrid agricultural tractors.

In future research, we will conduct experiments that consider practical influences,
such as the effect of temperature on the efficiency of batteries and hydraulic components, to
further validate the reliability of the control strategy in a real-world application environment.

7. Patents

The powertrain system reported in this manuscript has been authorized in China
(Authorization No. CN109723789B, Patent No. CN201910041132.1).
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